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The increasing traffic volume and new requirements of highly scalable and efficient
distribution of contents exceed the capabilities of the current Internet architecture.
Information centric networking (ICN) is a new communication paradigm for the next
generation internet (NGI), which focuses mainly on contents. ICN has in-network
caching capability, which enables any node to cache any content coming from any
publisher. ICN subscribers are able to access contents from different distributed
locations. This capability maximizes the problem of unauthorized access to ICN contents. In this paper, we propose a decentralized elliptic curve-based access control
(ECAC) protocol for ICN architectures. In this protocol, fewer public messages are
needed for access control enforcement between ICN subscribers and ICN nodes than
the existing access control protocols. ECAC protocol depends on ICN self-certifying
naming scheme. We perform security analysis on ECAC for the following attacks:
man-in-the-middle, forward security, replay attacks, integrity, and privacy violations. We also evaluate communication, computational, and storage overhead for
performance analysis to ECAC. Based on our results that are obtained under various
scenarios, ECAC efficiently prevents unauthorized access to ICN contents.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Internet is changing from Internet of hosts to Internet of things, Internet of media, Internet of service, and Internet of people.
These new Internets require highly scalable and efficient contents distribution. Information centric networking (ICN) is one of
the alternatives for these new Internets. The number of objects in ICN is expected to be several orders of magnitude higher than
the number of nodes in current Internet architectures. According to Cisco Visual Networking Index, there will be almost 4.1
billion Internet users and 26.3 billion network devices and connections globally, the average fixed broadband connection speed
will increase to 47.7 Mbps, and IP video will represent 82% of all traffic by 2020.38
Different architectures have been proposed for ICN such as data oriented network architecture (DONA), network of information (NetInf), named data networking (NDN), and publish subscribe internet technology (PURSUIT).39 All ICN architectures
have some commonly shared concepts, which can be classified as follows: information object, naming, routing, caching, security,
and application programming interface.40–46
In-network caching is a major attribute of ICN, which allows any node to cache any content. This attribute is one of the
major differences between ICN and non-ICN architectures. In the current Internet architectures, contents are stored at specific
points, which simplifies the access control mechanisms. Network security administrator can deploy their security modules
More discussions about related work and generic centralized and decentralized access control mechanisms1–37 can be found in our earlier conference paper.4
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in these specific points. In ICN, subscribers can access contents from different locations.47,48 In-network caching attribute
makes the access control security service in ICN much more complicated. Contents in ICN can be classified into open access
contents and restricted access contents. We are concerned about restricted access contents that must be accessed by legitimate
users only.
Existing access control mechanisms cannot be applied directly to ICN architectures because of the following three reasons:
ICN supports in-network caching, ICN requests do not have any user identification information, and ICN does not depend
on IP addresses. Also, existing access control mechanisms fail to address the following attributes of a “good” access control
mechanism: (1) reduce unnecessary communication overhead, (2) eliminate modifications to ICN architectures, (3) minimize
the exchange of secret keys, (4) do not require large number of extra operations for access control, (5) prevent access control
attacks, (6) preserve the privacy of ICN users, (7) ensure the integrity of the retrieved content, and (8) can be applied with
different ICN naming schemes (self-certifying and hierarchical).1–12
There are many malicious requests for ICN architectures related to naming, routing, caching, and unauthorized access.13–23
In this paper, we are concerned with unauthorized access attacks. Access control mechanisms can be classified as centralized,
decentralized, and encryption-based mechanisms. In centralized access control, there are extra entities such as authentication
servers or key generation and distribution centers. These entities are responsible for evaluating ICN users against access control
policies for ICN contents. In decentralized access control mechanisms (DACPIs), ICN subscribers and nodes work together for
mutually authenticating each other and ensure that legitimate users access legitimate contents. In the latter case, ICN publishers
are also included in this authentication process. In the encryption-based mechanisms, access control is satisfied by encrypting
ICN contents or requests or both.
In this paper, we propose a decentralized access control protocol based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC; elliptic
curve-based access control, ECAC). To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first use of ECC for access control in
ICN architectures. EC can be used to achieve encryption and decryption goal and key exchange goal. EC offers equal security
for a smaller key size compared to the well-known RSA technique, hence reducing processing overhead. For example key size
of 112 bits in EC is equivalent to key size of 512 bits in RSA; key size of 512 bits in EC is equivalent to key size of 15 360 bits
in RSA. Also, ECC is considered in standardization efforts such as the IEEE P1363 standard for public key cryptography.24
ECAC uses the following techniques: EC, hashing, and random number generations. The main objective of ECAC protocol is
to allow only legitimate users to access legitimate contents. We perform security analysis for ECAC based on the following
attacks: man-in-the middle, forward security, replay attacks, content or request modifications, and privacy violations of ICN
users. We do performance analysis based on communication overhead, computational overhead, and storage requirements.
Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a decentralized access control protocol that does not require extra entities or architecture modifications for ICN.
• We prevent unauthorized access attacks in ICN using fewer number of public messages with respect to the existing solutions.
• We show the effectiveness of ECAC by performing security and performance analysis and comparing ECAC with the related
protocols.
We evaluate ECAC in various scenarios and under different request rates and number of attackers with respect to the number
of legitimate users. We measure ICN performance metrics in the presence of and without ECAC, a representative of DACPI,4
and a representative of centralized access control mechanism (Access Control Enforcement Delegation, ACED).1 Our results
show that the ECAC requires less overhead than the DACPI in terms of ICN request access time delay and almost achieves results
similar to the centralized ACED. However, ACED requires more public access control messages and architecture modifications.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed decentralized ECAC. This section shows
ECAC specifications, internal steps, and ECAC analysis. In Section 3, we show the impact of our proposed protocol on ICN
performance. Section 4 compares ECAC protocol with the existing access control protocols. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the
paper and presents the future work.

2

PROPOSED PROTOCOL (ECAC)

In this section, we present the proposed protocol (ECAC) based on ECC. We start with ECAC specifications, then we present
the internal steps of the proposed protocol. We also perform security analysis and compare between our proposed protocol and
the attributes of good access control mechanisms. In the last subsection, we do performance analysis for ECAC.
To support the proposed ECAC protocol, ICN routers should maintain the following extra tasks: compare between two hashing
values from a subscriber and a publisher; calculate a shared key. Additionally, the metadata associated with the content provides
more details than the ICN normal metadata. Our protocol’s metadata contains hashing value, nonces and other secret and public
parameters.
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TABLE 1

ECAC notations

Notation

Definition

n1 , n2

Nonces generated by a publisher and subscriber, respectively

q, a, b, G

Elliptic curve public parameters

PPub , nPub

Public and private key pairs for a publisher

PubPm , PubCm

Plaintext and cipher text of a publisher

Psub , nsub

Public and private key pairs for a subscriber

SubPm , SubCm

Plaintext and cipher text of a subscriber

k1 , k2

Random numbers generated by a publisher and subscriber, respectively

x, X

Publisher’s secret and public keys for key exchange

y, Y

Subscriber’s secret and public keys for key exchange

S

Shared key

Our goal is to prevent unauthorized access attacks in ICN, achieving the following explicit design goals:
• Access control: We design ECAC to prevent attackers from accessing ICN contents and allow only legitimate users to access
ICN-restricted access contents.
• Minimal change to ICN architectures: Our proposed protocol does not require any extra entities or changes to ICN
architectures. We only add authentication messages and cryptographic operations for access control.
• ICN utilization: Any access control protocol requires extra overhead to the architecture. We propose ECAC protocol that
minimizes the required overhead. We use different metrics such as number of public messages and request access time delay
to measure the required overhead based on our solution.
Also, in designing ECAC, we make the following assumptions:
• The backbone network is secure: We assume that our protocol will be applied in ICN edge routers because these edge routers
are accessible by users. The aim of this assumption is to minimize extra authentication messages. In this case, required
authentication messages are needed between ICN users and edge routers.
• The ICN naming scheme is self-certifying: The proposed protocol is based on ICN self-certifying naming scheme, which is a
promising technique in ICN. ICN architectures such as DONA, NetInf, and PURSUIT are using this naming scheme. Access
control protocol based on self-certifying naming does not need to check ICN content integrity and publisher authenticity
because they are verified in this naming scheme.
2.1

ECAC specifications

In this subsection, we describe the proposed decentralized access control protocol (ECAC). ECAC uses ECC for two purposes:
encryption and decryption, and key exchange. ECC is an efficient cryptographic technique for public key cryptosystems. The
security of ECC comes from the EC logarithm problem, which means the difficulty of calculating discrete logarithms in group of
points defined over a finite field on an EC. Public messages in ECAC are encrypted using public key of the receiver and random
positive integer chosen by the sender. In ECAC, we depend on self-certifying naming scheme. Table 1 shows the notations
used in the ECAC. In ECAC, an ICN publisher uses EC encryption for plaintext PubPm to generate cipher text PubCm by the
following equation:
PubCm = (k1 G, PubPm + k1 P𝑠𝑢𝑏 )
Similarly, an ICN subscriber uses EC encryption for plaintext SubPm to generate cipher text SubCm using the following
equation:
SubCm = (k2 G, SubPm + k2 P𝑃 𝑢𝑏 )
The ICN publisher receives subscriber’s secure message and decrypts the message to retrieve subscriber’s plaintext by the
following equations:
SubPm = SubPm + k2 P𝑃 𝑢𝑏 − n𝑃 𝑢𝑏 ∗ (k2 G)
SubPm = SubPm + k2 ∗ (n𝑃 𝑢𝑏 G) − n𝑃 𝑢𝑏 ∗ (k2 G)
Similarly, the ICN subscriber receives publisher’s secure message and decrypts the message to retrieve publisher’s plaintext
by the following equations:
PubPm = PubPm + k1 P𝑠𝑢𝑏 − n𝑠𝑢𝑏 ∗ (k1 G)
PubPm = PubPm + k1 ∗ (n𝑠𝑢𝑏 G) − n𝑠𝑢𝑏 ∗ (k1 G)
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Encryption and decryption processes in ECAC: A subscriber
encrypts plaintext SubPm using publisher’s public key PPub and secret number
k2 and the publisher decrypts the message using the publisher’s private key
nPub . A publisher encrypts plaintext PubPm using subscriber’s public key Psub
and secret number k1 and the subscriber decrypts the message using the
subscriber’s private key nsub . The two keys k1 and k2 are not transmitted
between ICN publishers and subscribers
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For both publisher and subscriber, EC shared key calculations can be calculated as follows:
S = x ∗ Y = x ∗ (y ∗ G) = y ∗ (x ∗ G) = y ∗ X
Figure 1 shows the encryption and decryption processes in ECAC. In the following paragraphs, as shown in Figure 2, we
describe ECAC’s steps in detail.
Step 1: Pub (Content name).
Update metadata: Hash(content name+n1 ), x, q, a, b, G
ICN publisher sends a publication message with the content name consisting of the P:L parts as in self-certifying naming and
metadata. The first part (P) is the cryptographic hash of the owner’s public key. The second part (L) is a content label assigned
by the owner. The metadata attached with the content is updated with the following information: hashing value of content and
nonce (n1 ), secret information (x) and EC public parameter (q, a, b, G), where q is a prime or an integer of the form 2m and
G is a point on EC whose order is a large value n such that nG = 0. In ECAC, EC encryption and decryption achieve message
confidentiality, while shared key, hashing technique, self-certifying naming achieve content authenticity and integrity.
Step 2: Send (Encrypt(PPub ,k2 [content name + n2 ])).
The subscriber encrypts a message using publisher’s public key and random positive integer k2 . The value of k2 will not be
known to anybody except for the subscriber. The message itself contains the content name and nonce (n2 ). ICN routers forward
the message to the publisher.
Step 3: Send (Encrypt(Psub ,k1 [n1 + n2 ], q, a, b, G, X)).
In order to extract nonce (n2 ), the publisher decrypts the message using publisher’s private key without knowing the value
of k2 . Then the publisher sends another message encrypted using subscriber’s public key and random positive integer k1 . The
value of k1 will not be known to anybody except for the publisher. The message itself contains two nonces (n1 , n2 ), EC public
parameters, and publisher’s public key used for key exchange. ICN routers forward the message to the subscriber.
In order to extract nonce (n1 ), the subscriber decrypts the message using subscriber’s private key without knowing the value
of k1 . The subscriber also calculates public parameter (Y) and key (S), as shown in the following internal steps:
Calculate hash[content name + n1 ]
Y=y∗G
S=y∗X
Step 4: Sub (Content name, Hash(content name + n1 ), Y).
The subscriber sends a subscription message to ICN edge router with the content name, hash value of content and nonce (n1 ),
and public parameter (Y). In order to validate subscriber’s request, ICN edge router then evaluates the message and calculates
key (S), as shown in the following internal steps:
Compare two hash values from publisher and subscriber
S=x*Y
Step 5: Send (Content, Encrypt(Psub (S)))
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Sequence diagram of ECAC

If the subscriber is verified as an authenticated user, then the ICN edge router sends the requested content to the subscriber.
This content is sent with the shared key (S) encrypted using subscriber’s public key. Finally, the subscriber evaluates the reply
from ICN edge router and accepts the content, if it comes from an authenticated node by performing the following verifications:
First, the subscriber compares between the hash values of the sent P of ICN self-certifying naming with the received publisher’s
public key. This step ensures the authenticity of the received content.
Hash(received Ppub) = P
Second, the publisher verifies the received signature and then compares between the hash values of the received content with
the calculated one. This step ensures the integrity of the received content.
Hash(received content) = VerifyPpub (Sign(Hash(content)))

2.2

Internal steps of ECAC

We describe the required internal steps of ECAC in order to achieve access control for restricted-access contents in ICN architectures. The purpose of these steps is to evaluate the public messages exchanged between subscribers and ICN routers and do
some calculations. The sequence diagram of ECAC involving ICN publishers, subscribers, and nodes is depicted in Figure 3.
The goal of the first internal step i1 is to enable the subscriber to extract nonce n1 to formulate the hash value of content name
plus the extracted nonce. Then the subscriber calculates public number Y for key exchange purpose that will be sent later in the
protocol. This public parameter is calculated using subscriber’s private key that is used for key exchange and public parameter
G. The subscriber afterward calculates the shared key (S). The aim of the second internal step i2 is to evaluate the subscriber’s
request to check whether the subscriber is an authenticated user or not. ICN edge router compares between its hash value and
the received hash value from the subscriber and then calculates the shared key (S). In the third internal step i3, the subscriber
evaluates the response from ICN edge router to check its validity and authenticity by comparing the received shared key with
subscriber’s calculated key in addition to ICN self-certifying naming checking.

2.3

Security analysis

Using only the public parameters transmitted in the public messages is not enough for an attacker to gain access to the
restricted-access ICN contents. An attacker can be a publisher, subscriber, or man-in-the-middle attacker who performs active
and passive attacks. Active attacks include impersonation, and content/request replay, and modification. Passive attackers
include eavesdropping and privacy violations. An attacker uses ICN characteristics to read requests and contents during
transmission. An attacker also controls some ICN nodes to forward and route contents/requests.
In this subsection, we explore a comprehensive list of attacks that may happen in ICN access control mechanisms. For ECAC,
we explore the following: man-in-the-middle, forward security, and replay attacks. In addition to the following attacks for ICN
architectures: ICN content or request modifications and privacy violations for ICN users.
2.3.1

Man-in-the-middle attacks

To impersonate an ICN subscriber, an attacker needs to know subscriber’s private keys and EC random number (k2 ). To impersonate ICN publisher or an edge router, an attacker needs to know publisher’s private keys and EC random number (k1 ).
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Additionally, the attacker needs to know the used nonces (n1 , n2 ), which are different from each content request and shared keys.
Random numbers in EC cryptography are not transmitted between different users. The attacker needs these secret information
in order to form valid messages to perform unauthorized access attacks. Using the public parameters used in ECAC, the attacker
cannot get these secret information. Consequently, the attacker messages will be invalid and the attacks will be unsuccessful
and easily detectable. The difficulty of determining secret number (k1 , k2 ) comes from the discrete logarithm problem in EC. In
EC, the addition operation associates to each pair of points on EC to obey the abelian group idioms. Multiplication is defined
as repeated addition, where the addition is performed over an EC. The addition between two points on the EC depends on the
selection of q parameter.
a ∗ k = a + a + a … (k times)
Cryptanalysis involves determining k given a and a*k, which is the discrete logarithm problem in EC.
2.3.2

Forward security

Using ECAC, past communications are secure, even if an attacker succeeds to get unauthorized access to one ICN content
because these past communications use different nonces (n1 , n2 ) and different random numbers (k1 , k2 ). Also, ECAC uses EC
private keys that depend on large prime numbers or an integer of the form 2m . These keys in ECAC cannot be easily calculated
using the available public information in the protocol.
2.3.3

Replay attacks

Traditionally, an attacker stores public messages and replay them again in a later stage to persuade the other party that it is an
authenticated entity. This type of attack is prevented in ECAC due to the continuous change of the used parameters with each
message. Replay attacks are forms of network attack in which valid content or request transmissions are maliciously repeated.
This can be done by a malicious publisher who retransmits the content or by a malicious subscriber who retransmits the requests.
Also, man-in-the-middle attacker can retransmit both requests and contents. ECAC guarantees the detection and prevention of
such attacks by using nonces (n1 , n2 ) for each request and content response. ECAC publishers and subscribers also mutually
authenticate each other by public and private parameters to make sure that each content or request is coming from the intended
party.
2.3.4

ICN content or request modifications

If an ICN subscriber or an ICN edge router finds any change in ICN content or public messages, then the communication is
stopped and one party detects that the other one is not a legitimate entity. For content integrity verification, ECAC depends
on ICN self-certifying scheme that does this job. For message verifications, both parties cannot form a valid message without
knowing the required secret parameters. Using ECAC, content and request integrity are verified and any modifications can be
easily detected.
2.3.5

Privacy violations of ICN users

The main target of an attacker in this type of attacks is to calculate used secret keys in order to get access to private information.
These private information enable the attacker to know about content popularities and requested ICN users. Using ECAC, an
attacker cannot determine these secrets due to all aforementioned reasons including ECC, nonces, random numbers, and secret
keys. Taking into consideration that ECAC is not targeted to prevent other ICN privacy-related attacks. We focus on privacy
violations from the proposed protocol.

2.4

Analysis of ECAC attributes

In this subsection, we evaluate ECAC with respect to the eight attributes of a good access control mechanism (see the attribute
list in Section 1). The communication overhead is only extra five messages in ECAC. The existing protocols are using at least
eight messages. There is no required modification in the ICN architectures for our proposed access control protocol. There is no
need to add any extra entities. All the modifications are in the public messages or some extra computations done by ICN entities.
This covers the reduction of unnecessary communication overhead and the elimination of modifications to ICN architecture
attributes of a good access control mechanism.
The protocol is based on one shared key that needs to be exchanged in ECAC protocol. The other secret parameters (k1 , k2 )
do not need to be exchanged. For ICN users, each one has a public and private key pair. In the proposed protocol, we have
included hashing calculations and hashing verifications. Also, we have added encryption for transmitted messages, random
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number generations, and calculations for shared key. This satisfies the minimization of the exchange of secret keys and extra
operations for access control attributes of a good access control mechanism.
The protocol prevents man-in-the-middle attack, as an attacker cannot impersonate an authenticated user or ICN node because
the attacker needs to know secret information that cannot be easily compromised using the public messages in ECAC. Additionally, the protocol prevents forward security and replay attacks. This achieves the fifth attribute of a good access control
mechanism.
The privacy attribute has been achieved by using ECC and nonces. Information that can lead to privacy violations in ECAC
are encrypted using receiver’s public key in addition to the random number selected by the sender, which means that no one
can decrypt it except for the intended receiver. Other ICN privacy-related issues are left as a future work. By comparing the two
hash values, ICN nodes are able to check the integrity of ICN subscriber’s requests. By comparing the two keys, in addition to
self-certifying verifications, ICN subscribers are able to check the integrity and authenticity of ICN contents. This fulfills the
sixth and seventh attributes of a good access control mechanism.
For the used ICN naming scheme, we use the self-certifying naming scheme in ECAC because it is the most popular ICN
naming scheme that is used in many ICN architectures. The related access control protocols mentioned in this paper1–3 also use
self-certifying naming scheme. Hierarchal naming scheme needs additional security add-ons to achieve content authenticity
and integrity.

2.5

Performance analysis

In this subsection, we analyse communication, computational and storage overheads caused by ECAC on ICN architecture. In
the next section, we experimentally evaluate how these overheads affect ICN performance.
2.5.1

Communication overhead

In ECAC, we achieve mutual authentication between ICN edge routers and subscribers in five public messages as in DACPI.
Other centralized and decentralized mechanisms require more authentication messages than our proposed protocol. In order to
calculate shared key and encrypt/decrypt public messages, there are three internal steps that are not considered as communication
overhead because they are not transmitted between ICN routers and subscribers. We include more parameters and encrypted
information to ICN public messages, which lead to a rise in the size of these access control communication messages.
2.5.2

Computational overhead

In ECAC, we build our access control technique based on ECC that are used for key exchange and encryption/decryption,
random number generation and hashing techniques. The security level of access control in ICN is increased, using these extra
techniques.
2.5.3

Storage requirements

Although there is no need for extra entities in ECAC, there are extra required storage in ICN publishers and routers to maintain
the additional parameters. For ICN publisher, an extra storage is required for storing EC public parameters and nonces. For
ICN edge router, an extra storage is needed to store EC public parameters and shared key. Using this light storage overhead, the
security level of access control in ICN architectures is remarkably increased.

3

EVALUATION O F ACCESS TIME DELAY

In this section, we evaluate the impact of ECAC on ICN performance. We measure access time delay without ECAC protocol
and related access control protocols and in the existence of these protocols. Request access time delay is measured for different
request rates, cache sizes, and various ratios of attackers to legitimate users.

3.1

Simulation environment

Access time delay in ICN is a major issue because of the ICN property that each request has one response and there is no
response without a request. In non-ICN architectures, requests can receive many data packets. This means that security solutions
are applied on each request. Our objective is to achieve access time delay results in ICN architectures close to centralized
access control mechanisms. Centralized access control mechanisms add extra entities to manage access control polices to reduce
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required overhead. Experimental results show that ECAC achieves results similar to the ACED in all cases. In the experiments,
we evaluate the average access time delay caused by our proposed protocol and compare it with related protocols under different
scenarios. We study the impact of our proposed protocol on ICN by measuring the average request access time delay, which
represent delay between first request sent and data packet received. We evaluate ECAC using ndnSIM, which is a simulator for
the NDN architecture within NS-3.49 NDN architecture uses hierarchal naming scheme. We use the simulator for checking ICN
performance with and without the access control schemes.
We build our experiments using backbone AT&T network,50 which is Internet-like architecture. In our experiments, the
network consists of 150 subscribers, 10 publishers, and more than 40 routers as shown in Figure 4. Each edge router is connected
to 10 ICN users. We change subscriber’s request rates between 20, 100, and 200 request per second and cache size between
1000 and 5000 entries. We also use the following parameters: number of pending interest table entries = 1000 entries, payload
size = 1 KB. We use default parameters for point to point links and channels as follows: point-to-point channel data rate = 1
Mbps, point-to-point channel delay = 10 ms. We set key size for DACPI = 1024 bits, Key size for ECAC = 160 bits, Key size for
ACED = 80 bits. These key sizes achieve the same security level. As a caching replacement strategy, we use the least frequently
used technique to evict the least popular content.
We compare the average request access time delay between a baseline case, DACPI, ECAC, and ACED. In the baseline, we
measure ICN request access time delay when there is no add-on solution. DACPI is chosen as a representative of DACPIs for
ICN. ACED is selected as a representative for centralized access control mechanisms for ICN. In Figures 5 and 6, results are
obtained for different request rates (20, 100, and 200 requests/s) and for different cache sizes (5000 and 1000 entry). In Figure 7,
results are obtained for different ratios of attackers to legitimate users (20%, 50%, and 80%) with the same request rates for users
and attackers, which is 100 requests/s. The results are recorded at three random edge routers as examples and similar results
can be obtained from other routers.
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3.2

Results

The experimental results show that the three access control mechanisms increase request access time delay in all cases because
of the extra time needed for enforcing access control in ICN. This extra time is coming from either the exchange of access control
messages between different entities as in ACED or applying the cryptographic techniques as in ECAC and DACPI. ECAC and
ACED achieve similar results in all cases and outperform DACPI. The reason behind almost similar results between ECAC and
ACED comes from the difference between the number of messages required for access control. Although in ACED, there is no
encryption and decryption as in ECAC, but the extra messages and exchange of these messages between the extra entities in
ACED minimize the time difference between the two protocols. Based on Figures 5 and 6, as the cache size increases, request
access time delay for all cases and the difference between the three access control protocols and baseline decrease. It happens
because the number of cache content evictions decreases as the cache size increases, and hence routers can use their local copies
instead of sending requests to the original sources. As depicted in Figure 5a, the average request access time delay is recorded
as 0.2, 3.6, 1.5, and 1.4 for the baseline, DACPI, ECAC, and ACED, respectively. When 100 requests per second with cache
size of 5000 entry occur, as shown in Figure 5b, the values of average access delay become 0.4, 4, 1.8, and 1.7 for the same
protocols. The average access time delay is 0.6 seconds for the baseline, 6.9 seconds for DACPI, 3.5 seconds for ECAC, and
3.3 seconds for ACED, as in the last subcase as depicted in Figure 5c.
As the number of requests increases, the required access time delay gradually increases. In Figure 6a, the average access
time delay is 0.2, 4, 1.7, and 1.5 seconds for the baseline, DACPI, ECAC, and ACED, respectively. The average access time
delay is 1.6 seconds for the baseline, 5.8 seconds for DACPI, 3.2 seconds for ECAC, and 3.1 seconds for ACED, as depicted in
Figure 6b. Figure 6c shows that the average access time delay is 5.3, 13.6, 8.5, and 8.2 seconds for the same protocols.
In the normal case, when there is no attack as shown in Figure 6, the differences between the baseline and the three access
control mechanisms are more than the differences in the attack case. Also, as the number of attackers increases, the three
protocols achieve better results with respect to the baseline, as shown in Figure 7. In the attack case, the three protocols succeed
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to detect attackers and reduce access control messages and related computations. Attackers send uniformly distributed malicious
requests, which means the same number of requests for each content. When 20% attackers exist, as shown in Figure 7a, the
average access time delay is 1.6, 5.5, 3, and 2.9 seconds for baseline, DACPI, ECAC, and ACED, respectively. When 50%
attackers exist as depicted in Figure 7.b, the average access time delay is 1.6, 5.1, 2.7, and 2.5 seconds for the same protocols.
The average access time delay is 1.6 seconds for the baseline, 4.8 seconds for DACPI, 2.2 seconds for ECAC, and 2.1 seconds
for ACED, as shown in Figure 7c when 80% attackers exist.

4

COMPARISON WITH EXISTING ICN ACCESS CONTROL PROTOCOLS

In addition to the related work discussed in Section 2, we make a direct comparison between ECAC and the related centralized
and decentralized access control protocols. As shown in Table 2, we use the following criteria as a basis for comparison: number
of public authentication messages, number of extra entities, number of secret keys, number of ICN names for each content,
availability of content names, required security techniques, authentication type, access control decision, and ICN architecture.
Table 2 indicates that DACPI and ECAC have the minimum number of public messages and do not require any additional
modifications to the architecture. In Reference 1 eight public messages are needed to enforce the access control for both publication and subscription functions. In Reference 2 a total of eight messages are needed for access control distributed as four
messages for publication and four for subscription. In Reference 1 two extra entities are needed, while in Reference 2 one extra
entity is needed for access control purposes. In SAC,3 a total of 11 messages are needed for publication and subscription. SAC
does not need extra entities to ICN architectures.
For the required secret information, DACPI and ECAC use the same or fewer secret keys than the other protocols. In both
protocols, each user has a public and a private key. ECAC uses smaller key size to achieve the same security level of DACPI.
All the four access control mechanisms use only one name for each ICN content except for the decentralized mechanism3 that
uses two names for each content. The content names are available to all users in all protocols, except for SAC,3 the name is
known to legitimate users only.
DACPI uses extra cryptographic techniques with respect to the other protocols, while ECAC uses less cryptographic techniques than DACPI and similar to the decentralized mechanism.3 Although the number of parameters in ECAC is more than
DAPCI, the required space in ECAC is less because ECC can achieve similar security level with smaller key sizes relative to
RSA. We use key size of 160 bits in ECAC to have the same security level of 1024 bits key size in DACPI. ECAC provides
faster computations because messages generated from ECAC are shorter and require less space than DACPI. These advantages
enable ECAC to decrease these extra overhead for ICN architectures.
Fotiou et al.1 design their solution for PURSUIT ICN architecture, while Aiash et al.2 propose their solution for network of
information (NetInf) ICN architecture. The other three decentralized mechanisms can be applied to different ICN architectures.
Centralized access control mechanisms need to be bounded to a specific architecture because they need architectural modification by adding extra entities, while decentralized ones can be adapted to be implemented in different architectures. Apparently,
this is a major advantage of decentralized schemes over the centralized ones in ICN architectures.
In terms of the impact on ICN performance, ECAC achieves results similar to centralized access control scheme representative
(ACED) without the need of adding new entities or architectural modification to ICN architecture. Also, ECAC is superior over
a representative decentralized access control scheme (DACPI) in all cases.
As mentioned in the related work section, many works use encryption-based techniques for achieving access control.
Encryption-based access control techniques require either modifications to contents or ICN requests to encrypt the transmitted
data. Additionally, encryption-based techniques require high computational overhead, because they need to encrypt high volumes of contents or requests. Encrypting and decrypting high volume of data and requests themselves may not be suitable for
constrained capability devices that will exist in the upcoming Internet of Things. ECAC depends on one of the existing ICN
naming schemes instead of proposing a new or modified version of ICN naming or requests. In ECAC, we do not encrypt contents or subscription requests, we exchange them as proposed by ICN architectures. We only encrypt and secure the parameters
required for access control purposes.
5

CONCLUSION

The expected number of users, devices, applications, and contents in the Next Generation Internet (NGI) will exceed the
capabilities of the current Internet architecture. ICN is one of the proposed architectures for the future Internet that changes the
Internet from host oriented to content oriented. New types of attacks have appeared in ICN, in addition to legacy attacks that
have greater impact on this new paradigm. In ICN, access control enforcement becomes a major problem because contents are
highly distributed and cached everywhere in ICN architectures and subscribers can access these contents from any available
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copy. ICN requires an access control solution that should be integrated with the architecture itself not as an overlay security
layer as the existing solutions for the Internet.
In this paper, we propose an EC-based Access Control protocol for ICN (ECAC) to achieve access control security service
to ICN contents. The security of ECC depends on the difficulty of solving the EC logarithm problem. ECAC depends on EC,
hashing, and random number generations. ECAC protocol is a decentralized access control mechanism, which does not require
new entities to ICN architectures. Access control decisions in ECAC are taken by ICN nodes and subscribers themselves without
central authority. Using ECAC, only authenticated users can access authenticated contents.
The proposed protocol successfully prevents man-in-the-middle, forward security, replay attacks, integrity, and privacy attacks
related to the access control process. The main idea is that an attacker cannot retrieve the secret keys based on public parameters
used in the proposed protocols. The attacker cannot form a valid authentication messages without knowing the secret keys.
ECAC also efficiently minimizes the number of public messages and storage overhead for the access control process. With
the light communication, computational, and storage overhead used in ECAC, the access control security level is remarkably
increased. Based on our experiments, ECAC uses fewer public messages and does not require extra entities as in the centralized
mechanisms. We measure the average request access time delay that indicates the roundtrip time between a first request and
a data packet. The importance of this metric is due to the one-to-one relation between requests and data packets in ICN. Our
results show that ECAC achieves better performance results for ICN architectures than competitive decentralized mechanisms
and achieve similar results with the centralized ones. To achieve access control security service in ICN, we highly recommend
using decentralized access control based on ECC. This option can achieve the best performance results in the existence of
malicious unauthorized access actions without architectural modifications.
The future work stemming from this paper is to prevent another type of attacks in ICN, which is related to privacy issues in ICN
architectures. An attacker can attract user requests to know private information about content popularities and who requested
these contents. An attacker can also monitor certain ICN content names to get information about content popularities and
block-specific contents. Another direction is to develop a comprehensive security framework for ICN architectures to address
different types of naming, routing, caching, and miscellaneous attacks. This framework will contain the required functions in
ICN subscribers, publishers, and routers.
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